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o u r  m i s s i o n . . .

To provide treatment and remediation 

to young children diagnosed with 

Autism Spectrum Disorders; to provide 

training to those who would offer such 

treatment; to provide trained personnel 

for the families of children with Autism 

Spectrum Disorders; and to offer these 

services to low-income or economically 

disadvantaged families.

3229 Elm St. Suite 1 
Oakland, CA 94609 
www.bia4autism.org 

510-652-7445

Celebrating Over a Decade of Service!

Autism is a brain disorder that affects a person’s ability to 
communicate, to reason, and to interact with others. It  

is a spectrum disorder that affects individuals differently and  
to varying degrees of severity, and can be found in combination  
with other disabilities.

The term “autism” and “autism spectrum disorder” are  
often used interchangeably and refer to three of five  
disorders known as Pervasive Developmental Disorders  
(PDD). The three “autism spectrum disorders” are:  
Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder, and PDD-NOS  
(Not Otherwise Specified).

Common symptoms of autism include:

• Severely delayed communication skills (lack of  
use of gestures, delay or lack of spoken language)

• Restricted play skills (repetitive use of objects, lack  
of imaginative play)

• Impairment in social interaction (minimal interest in  
peers, lack of sharing items/experiences with caregivers)

Source: Autism Society of America

Some Facts About Autism

by Hilary Baldi 

We barely had time 
to unpack and 

settle into our new space 
here in Oakland before 
launching headlong into  
a string of fundraising 
projects and finalizing the 
location and logistics of  
The Village, BIA’s inclusive 
preschool. With the 
dedication and support of 
BIA’s families and friends, 
we are in the final stages  
of preparing The Village for 
its September opening and 
completing Passport to Friendship, the sequel 
to our first instructional video, Embracing Play!

While this summer is one of the busiest in 
BIA’s history, we hope that many of you are 
spending your summer vacationing with your 
family and friends. In this issue, “Trains, Planes 
& Automobiles” (p.5), offers an array of 
ideas to assist you in both planning for and 
taking that much deserved summer or 
upcoming holiday vacation. With planning 
and preparation, vacations are a time for 
your child with ASD to take in new and 
memorable experiences. In fact, vacations can 
replenish what you thought was a well long 
gone dry of new and enjoyable play themes 
for your child. After elevator rides, room 
service, swimming pools and on-demand 

movies, who wouldn’t want to participate  
in the new construction play theme; “Hotel 
Building.” Remember that, to so many 
children with ASD, some familiarity and 
predictability is key, so leave your cares  
and worries behind but not a daily routine!

Lastly, as you prepare for the upcoming 
school year, “Starting Off...” on (p.7), may 
take some of the guess work out of how  
to make the first days of school an exciting 
and positive experience for your child and 
your family. 

We wish you all a relaxing summer. For 
those of you near our new school site in 
Fresno, we hope you’ll join us for our Open 
House on September 1st or stop by and 
visit us at The Village this fall!
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The Village, BIA’s preschool, is located on an idyllic campus in Fresno.
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Our Philosophy
BIA strives to enhance each child’s ability to reach his/her maximum potential by:

• Creating a developmentally appropriate and comprehensive curriculum

• Capitalizing on a child’s strengths and interests

• Providing an intensive number of learning opportunities

• Generalizing skills across settings (peers, school, community)

• Educating families

• Assisting and supporting children in mainstream settings

BIA blends together skill-based teaching approaches including:

•  ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis): positive behavioral support strategies, pivotal 
response teaching, discrete trial instruction, cognitive behavior modification

•  Visual teaching strategies: PECS (Picture Exchange Communication Systems), 
visual schedules/visual tasks as found in TEACCH (Treatment and Education  
of Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children),

BIA seeks to create a unique relationship with each student built on trust, 
reciprocity, and shared enjoyment of relating.
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help your child stay occupied. Remember, you will need to teach 
your child how to play with these items before leaving on your trip. 

Get your child excited for the trip!

There are many ways to teach to a child the concept of going 
on a trip. Like with other new experiences, social stories and 
felt board stories can make abstract ideas visual and concrete. 

Here is an example of a social story appropriate for going on  
a trip to visit a relative: 
Page #1  I’m going on a trip! I’m going to visit my Uncle Dave! 
Page #2  Uncle Dave lives in Vermont, which is very far away. 
(Picture of map of the U.S. with a line from SF to Vermont. 
Might be helpful to trace route with toy airplane.)  
Page #3  I’m going to get in an airplane in San Francisco and  
put on my seatbelt.  
Page #4  When the plane begins to rumble it is time to take  
off. Here we go! Etc.

After reading through the steps of the flight, role-play with 
chairs lined up to represent the airplane. Pretend turbulence is 
fun and Dad can act as a flight attendant. Don’t forget to serve 
pretzels and juice! 

Some children prefer role-playing social scenarios with figurines. 
Felt boards, 2-D figurines cutout of felt on a felt backdrop, allow 
children to act out social situations. Put photographs of your 
own family on the felt bodies and then role play the airplane 
social story. This is a great way to work on sequencing and 
telling a narrative as well as preparing for your trip!

Good Luck on your trip, and keep working on those leisure 
skills! The guy in seat 23B will thank you!

BIA 
Reference  
Desk

TeachTown Basics is a subscription service 
computer program that uses a structured 

presentation approach, much like DTT or PRT,  
to teach children new vocabulary and concepts. 

It’s ideal for children with ASD because the screen  
is very plain without distracting animation or sound 
effects. Parents are asked to complete a pre-test  
about their child’s knowledge and based on this  
the computer generates tasks. An example of a  
task might be three photos appearing on the screen  
(a hamburger, a taco, a salad) then the child being 
asked “touch hamburger.” After a few correct 
responses, the child is given a choice of reinforcers 
such as the alphabet appearing on the screen or 
watching a boy riding his bike across the screen. If the 
child gives an incorrect response then the computer 
prompts the child by making the incorrect responses 
much lighter on the screen. 

If your child enjoys computer games or would like to 
begin computer games, this could be a nice adjuvant  
to his existing therapies and there is a 30-day free trial! 
www.teachtown.com

By La Donna Ford

TrAIns, PlAnes...
–continued from page 5
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Intensive early Intervention

BIA provides intensive early intervention services to families in  
the Bay Area. These are home and school-based 1:1 programs 
with 15-30 hours per week of direct services per child.

Consult services

BIA also provides families in the greater Bay Area and Fresno 
with consultation services which consist of ongoing program 
design, development, and recommendations. In some cases 
consultation includes training of school staff or staff hired by 
families. Consultation services are offered to children/families 
who have completed their intensive program with BIA but need  
a limited amount (2-5 hours per month) of on-going input. 
Consultation may also be offered for elementary-aged children 
or for families outside our typical service area. BIA collaborates 
with many school districts to evaluate existing services and assess 
students enrolled in district programs.

Community Outreach

BIA participates in Bay Area autism resource fairs and provides 
speakers to the community on a variety of topics. 

Workshops

BIA provides workshops on a variety of topics pertaining to 
working with children with ASD. Please call 510-652-7445 x11  
if you have a group of 6 people or more and are interested in 
receiving a list of our current workshop topics. Workshops are 
available throughout the Bay Area, Fresno and out of state.

Individual Program Funding

BIA is a program vendor in the state regional center system.  
For children 0-3 call your local regional center for more 
information about funding eligibility. BIA is also a certified  
Non-Public Agency (NPA) with the California Department  
of Education and is contracting with school districts directly  
for children over three years old. 

lending library

Provides program play materials as well as reference materials for 
parents and staff. Donations of books or videos on autism, teaching 
strategies, etc. are always welcome. Our Toys Lending Library 
space is limited so please contact our office about toy donations 
and we will be happy to see if we can put them to good use!

Meeting Our Mission

 S P O T L I G H T

Congratulations Eric!
For the past four years former BIA student Eric Fortes has studied Classical Piano.  
After countless hours of practice along with a natural ability to memorize pieces, Eric 
won 1st place in a Statewide Junior High Classical Piano competition, playing Themes 
from Hungarian Rhapsody #2. His proud parents expressed it best, “Nobody in that 
auditorium appreciated more the trials and hurdles Eric has overcome since diagnosed 
with autism at age three. Nobody in the audience could appreciate the years of hard 
work by Eric to stay mainstreamed in his school. Nobody in the audience even had a 
suspicion that he was different...disabled in society’s eyes. His students and teachers saw 
him in a new light...no longer did they see him as the quiet, socially awkward boy whose 
mannerisms and speech were sometimes inappropriate.” 

Congratulations on your outstanding achievement, we are so proud of you Eric!!!!

Parents: We would love to hear about the achievements of our current and former BIA kids.  
Please share news and photos with us so we can spotlight them here.

on kids!
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Community Resources
Local Regional Centers – Provide 
services, support, programs and funding.

Regional Center of the East Bay:

7677 Oakport, Oakland, CA  
510-383-1812 
2151 Salvio St., Ste. 365, Concord, CA  
925-691-2300

Golden Gate Regional Center: 

(San Francisco, Marin, Penninsula)  
415-546-9222 

Central Valley Regional Center

4615 N. Marty, Fresno, CA 93722  
559-276-4360

Community Alliance For special 
education (CAse) - Provides legal  
counsel support.

1500 Howard St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103  
415-431-2285

Disability rights education and Defense 
Fund (DreDF) – Public policy law center.

2212 6th St. Berkeley, CA 94710 
510-644-2555

Protection and Advocacy - Provides  
legal counsel support.

433 Hegenberger Rd., Ste. 220 
Oakland, CA 94621  
510-839-0811

support For Families Of Children With 
Disabilities - A family resource center

2601 Mission Street, #606 
San Francisco, CA 94110  
415-282-7494  
www.supportforfamilies.org

Through The looking Glass - Assistance 
with parenting, training and counseling.

2198 6th St., Berkeley, CA  
510-848-1112

Parents Helping Parents –  
Family resource center.

3041 Olcott St., Santa Clara, CA 95054 
408-727-5775, www.php.com

California Chapter of the national 
Autism Association – Parent resource 
group. 510-237-9454 
www.nationalautismassociation.org

special needs Trusts Workshops

Support for Families – lists regular 
seminars on this topic in their monthly 
newsletter (www.supportforfamilies.org). 

Please notify us with updated information.

Now  Available  on DVD!

Now  Available  on DVD!
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servICes

Ric Gagliardi
Team Commercial Construction

MATerIAl DOnATIOns

Fred Baldi
The Dansby Family 
The Fingerut Family
Lori Hagerty
The Kaye Family
Larry Rosenberg Photography
Thom Maslow
Amy Kossow
West Coast Sporting Goods
Fred Wiesner
The Zieba Family

In Gratitude…

FIrsT sTePs ($100–$249)

Margaret Ann/Charles Charnas 
Michael / Irene Cline 
Bruce Ira Cohen/Gale Ann Mondry
Claire/ James Davis 
Dwight / Jane Foster 
Lori Hagerty 
Robert /Karen Jones
Mark Klebanoff /Mary Anne Christy 
Cathy Kobel
Bruce Saldinger/Lynne Royer
Granger Tripp
Dan Wald

BuIlDInG BlOCks ($20–$99)

Lori Hagerty
Dennis /Susan Jang
Katherine Kendrick 
Andrew Leavitt
Samantha/Gary Lucas
Maria Makela /Neal Benezra
John/Lisa Pritzker

TeAM MATes ($1000 AnD ABOve)

Karen/ Jerry Borden
Brook/Shawn Byers
Joseph Dalli
Lee/Elizabeth Hammond
Lawson Rock & Oil 
Bernard Slosberg
Sigrid Van Bladel
The Wolff Family Foundation

ClIMBers ($500–$999)

Ryan Anderson
Earl’s Pest Control–San Jose
La Donna Ford
Joel /Sylvia Saldinger
Jahan/Melanie Yadegar

exPlOrers ($250–$499)

Margaret /Richard Kronenberg
Nick Ohanesian
Amy Kossow/Peter Ouborg 
Sandy Wood

All of us at BIA are ver y grateful to the many individuals and organizations  
who contributed their time and/or money to help us achieve our mission.* 

Individual Contributors*Donations

* Donors after our print date will be 
 acknowledged in the next issue.
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• Landscaping Needs-Flowers 
& Plants (please call office 
for specifics)

• Art Supplies-Colored 
Markers, Art paper, Glue, 
Glitter, Construction Paper, 
Colored Pencils, Play Dough, 
Children’s Scissors, Tape, 
Watercolors, etc.

• 2 Weatherproof Door Mats  
3 X 2

• 2 Complete First Aid Kits

• 2 new office chairs

• 1 Toddler fold-n-lock storage 
case 24”(h) x 48”(l) x 14.5” 
(d) (ccmdstore.com)

• 2 puzzle cases 

• 2 wall mounted wireless 
video cameras for taping 
sessions

BIA’s Wish List
Our wish list is always a mile long! Can you help us make it shorter? If you can provide any of  
the items below, please contact our office at 510-652-7445. Gently used is more than welcome!

Focus on Fresno!

Thanks to the remarkable dedication  
of a handful of Fresno families, and 

generous grants from The Dyer Family 
Foundation and First 5 Fresno, BIA 
will be opening the doors to The 
Village this September. The Village  
is an inclusive preschool and 
educational center for both typically 
developing children and those diagnosed 
with autism spectrum disorders. At The 
Village, all children and their families will have the 
opportunity to discover the many unique talents and challenges 
in each and every student. 

The Village will view social and communicative competence  
as the focal point in each child’s educational experience. Using  
a developmental-behavioral approach, to instruction and 
curriculum, children will be engaged in productive, meaningful 
activities that target cooperative learning experiences for all 
students. A staff to student ratio of 1:3 will ensure that every

 student receives support and encouragement 
whenever needed.

The Village will also provide a much 
needed 1:1 instructional program  
for young children with ASD as well  
as extensive hands-on workshops and 

seminars to parents and professionals. 
Please join us for our open house 

September 1, 2006!

For more information about The Village, to enroll a student, or to 
receive information about workshops, please call (559)449-1059.

upcoming events at The Village 
8/26 It All Begins with Play – full day workshop* 
9/1 The Village Open House  
9/20 Key Components of Early Intervention – ½ dayworkshop 
 10/1 Supporting Your Child in Group Settings – ½ dayworkshop 
*Workshops sponsored by a grant from the Dyer Foundation 

9
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“Word for Word”  
Benefit Performance
Have you ever seen the pages of a fantastic story come  
to life before your eyes? Thanks to the super talent of the 
Word for Word Performing Arts Company we have! In 
March, Word for Word presented an exciting benefit 
performance of two children’s stories; one about a boy 
diagnosed with autism called Looking After Louis, and the 
other entitled Wilfred Gordon McDonald Partridge, about a 
boy who helps his elderly neighbor find her lost memory. 
The event delighted a full house audience at the Randall 
Museum in San Francisco. Many thanks to all who help 
make this a memorable event, especially; Amy Kossow, 
Word for Word performance director, BIA board member 
La Donna Ford for event coordinating, Desiree Pointer–
Mace for beautiful graphic design, the Fingerut family and 
West Coast Sporting Goods for their generous donation 

of “Looking After 
Louis” t-shirts. 
Also, a very special 
thank you to BIA 
board member 
Chris McAllister, 
and former BIA 
students Katelyn 
Borden and  
Ben Lehman  
who participated 
as performance 
emcees, and  
inspired us all.

“kei ki luau”  
Fresno 
Fundraiser
April kicked off the first 
annual “Kei Ki Luau” (Feast 
for the Children) fundraiser 
benefiting The Village, BIA’s 
own integrated preschool 
opening in Fresno this 
September. The evening 
included a tasty Hawaiian 
feast, Polynesian dancers by Anapia Niu Polynesian Dance 
Troupe, silent auction, and moving speeches from BIA 
families. Much gratitude is extended to Jim Sherrick,  
who hosted the event at his beautiful Fresno estate,  
and the Kei Ki Luau organizing committee including; 
Allison Campos, Jeannie Turner, Jeannine Campos, Dottie 

Florentino, Monique 
Bekeschus, Paul 
Lambert, Stephanie 
Greenberg, Tami 
Brown, and Jennifer 
Keeton for their hard 
work. Also many 
thanks to the many 
Fresno area merchants 
and community 
members who,  
with their generous 
contributions, helped 
make this fundraiser  
a success.

Take Me Out To The Ball Game!
BIA also enjoyed a day at the ball park where the Oakland 
A’s offered us the proceeds from the days silent auction in 
which sports memorabilia wa auctioned via the  
A’s Community Fund. Thank you to Fred 
Wiesner, for helping to coordinate  
this fundraiser, and David Raskin, and 
Emily Schlessinger for overseeing  
our information table to help  
promote autism awareness.

Fantastic Fundraisers!
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By Michael Pointer Mace

Family vacations may not feel like vacations  
when traveling with small children and children 

who have special needs. Instead of dreading your 
child’s time away from his regular coveted routine 
(airplanes! yikes!) why not build your child’s 
curriculum around the trip? You can get your  
child ready for a trip through a variety of  
creative activities:

Increase child’s vocabulary!

Your trip will go much better if your child already 
knows the people or places that he will be visiting.  
If visiting relatives, use pictures of family members to 
work on people’s names or make a small book for 
each family member and their interests (great for 
perspective taking!). If visiting a new place, approach 
it as an opportunity to teach new vocabulary 
related to that place, or to work on geography. 

Example: This is my Uncle Dave (picture of Uncle Dave).  
“Uncle” means he is my mom’s brother (picture of Mom  
and Dave together as kids). My Uncle Dave lives in Vermont 
(Dave in snow). My Uncle Dave has a dog named Goldie 
(picture of Goldie). My Uncle Dave loves spaghetti and 
playing racket ball (picture of each).

Example: This is Florida (picture of Florida). There are lots of 
beaches in Florida (picture of a beach). There are also palm trees 
(picture). The weather is very warm there (picture of people 
wearing shorts, sunglasses, hats). We will have to get in an 
airplane and fly all the way across the United States to get  
there (show map marked with a line from California to Florida).

Don’t dread an airplane flight!

Airplane rides can be tough because of the unfamiliar context 
and because your child will have stay occupied for a long period 
of time. Luckily you can prepare for both! 

The Hiller Aviation museum in San Carlos (www.hiller.org or 
www.hiller.org/special-offer.shtml for a dollar off coupon), has an 
entire front section of a Boeing 747 complete with cockpit and 
passenger seats open to the public. This mock airplane provides a 
great venue for practicing the skills necessary for riding in a plane. 

leisure skills

There is nothing like the prospect of a long airplane trip  
to highlight the need to work on appropriate ways to keep 
occupied. Use your family trip to inspire working on expanding 
your child’s interests. 

Go High-tech!

• Leapster Learning Game System by Leapfrog ($70  
www.leapfrog.com) is a Gameboy-like device designed for 
preschoolers. Purchased separately are games that might fit 
one of your child’s pre-existing interests: Dora the Explorer, 
Spiderman, Disney Princesses, or Sponge Bob Square Pants. 
Games work on cognitive and pre-academic skills such as 
matching and letter recognition.

• Portable DVD players aren’t as expensive as they use to be 
($150- $200), so get to work on teaching your child to wear 
headphones. Headphones are great for reading along to age-
appropriate books-on-tape available at your local library and 
can be long-term interest! Remember how fun it is to turn 
the page at the beep?

Go low-tech!

“Colorforms,” miniature “magna-doodle” toys, sticker books, Mr. 
Potato Head, play-doh, and coloring books are all great ways to 

Trains, Planes and Automobiles
Travel tips for children with ASD

— continued on page 11
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that the 1:1 aide and/or teacher 
uses). This information is probably 
already on file in the school office 
but it’s best to have a copy in the 
student’s classroom as well.

• The student’s educational team, 
particularly the child’s parents,  
may or may not feel it would be 
beneficial to discuss with the other 
classmates, the strengths, needs, and 
interests of the student with ASD.  
If deemed appropriate, this should 
not necessarily be done at the  
very start of the school year but, 
perhaps, within the first month. 
Information could be presented by 
a speech therapist who can provide 
general information about students 
who think, learn, and behave 
differently, the classroom teacher 
could read several books about 
people with differing needs and then give the class some  
real life examples (including the student with ASD) along 
with others, or the student’s parents could come to class to 
speak as a normal part of a “star of the week” program. The 
discussion should be tailored to the specific strengths, needs, 
interests and characteristics of the student with ASD and 
whether or what type of “labels” should be used in the 
presentation. Whether or not the student with ASD is 
present at the time, depends on the individual student and 
the perspectives of those involved in making this decision.

Preparing the student  
for the Classroom:

• Use the summer months as  
an opportunity to “prime” the 
student for high priority skills  
for classroom participation and 
functioning. This could include 
anything from practicing sitting  
and attending, to developing a  
specific play skill and interest  
that is popular among his or  
her peers.

• Help the student to understand when school begins by  
using a calendar (e.g., with photos or simple drawing that 
you refer to for at least several weeks beforehand) and by 
explaining to them at a language level that is appropriate  
to their processing needs.

• Plan at least one visit to the school so that the student  
can familiarize himself or herself with the environment  
(e.g., classroom, playground, bathrooms). Take photos, if 
needed, so you can refer to them at home in order to 
promote further understanding and preparation. If you  
think the student will perceive this as a negative experience, 
you may want to bring along a special toy or treat or allow 
them to engage in a favored activity while there.

• Introduce the student to the teacher(s), preferably at  
the classroom visit. (Again, photos may be helpful.)

•    Ask the teacher what the policy  
is regarding photographing the 
student’s classmates. It may be 

possible to take photos of the 
other children so that the student 

can practice learning their names 
and faces at home.

Again, some of these suggestions may  
be appropriate for particular students 

with ASD and not with others. Many  
of the ideas may need to be modified  

in order to address a student’s individual 
needs. Regardless of what strategies may be suitable, we hope 
that the start of the new school year is one of relative calm, 
preparedness, and filled with high hopes for educational, 
personal, and social success for your student with ASD!
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Starting Off on the Right Foot

By Adrienne Segerblom

Finally, summer has arrived! While that means many different 
things for different families, for those who have children with 

ASD it’s also a time to think about and thoughtfully prepare for 
those first few days of school come August or September. We 
present here a list of suggestions that may be appropriate for 
the child with ASD in facilitating a transition into the new school 
year that is as smooth as possible in order to minimize stress 
and anxiety for students, their families and professionals alike. 

Preparing the Classroom for the student:

• Meet with the teaching staff beforehand in order to present 
the students strengths, needs, and interests. This is a good 
opportunity for all those who will be working directly with 
the student (e.g., 1:1 aide, classroom teacher) to ensure 
clarity of roles, philosophies of those who will be working 
with the student, use of modifications and adaptations  
(e.g., where will the child sit? Can a visual choice board  

be used with the student during outside play?), any allergies  
or special diets, and methods for communication between 
teachers (e.g., binder or notebook), other professionals,  
and parents. The names and contact information of all 
professionals who will be supporting the student in the 
classroom (e.g., aide, ABA supervisor) should be presented, 
including any other information requested by the school  
staff (e.g., website of organization, main phone number and 
fax number of company).

 Keep in mind that, when sharing information with the 
teaching staff about how to help support the student, it’s 
important to avoid overwhelming anyone. Try to provide 
only the essential information at this time, such as a top 10 
list of strategies on how to interact with the student most 
effectively (e.g., amount and complexity of language to use, 
tips on how to elicit the student’s attention). This may also 
be a good time to reassure the teacher that you understand 
that it is her or his classroom and that any outside staff that 
will assist in supporting the student are there to help the 
student participate in the activities of the day in a way that is 
in accordance with the teacher’s philosophy and comfort level, 
as agreed upon by the student’s educational or IEP team.

• Prepare any needed adaptive supports as much as possible 
before the first day of school. This may include, but is not 
limited to; transition schedules, task schedules, PECS books, 
choice boards, cue cards, social stories, and OT devices  
(e.g., chair wedge/cushion). It may be necessary to take  
some pictures of people (e.g., classroom teacher) the areas 
and items of the classroom and school grounds (e.g., for 
transition schedules, choice boards), so bringing a camera  
to the meeting with teaching staff is suggested, as this may 
be a convenient time to snap some of those photos.

• Prepare a list of items and activities that the student finds 
rewarding, provide copies for all those who will work with 
the student, and try to update it on a regular basis. It can 
also be helpful to put together a “reward kit” that can stay  
in the classroom and contains various objects and foods the 
student finds reinforcing that can be used during the school 
day. Be sure to clear all motivators with the classroom 
teacher before using them with the student.

• Compile a list of emergency contact information that can  
be kept in the classroom (e.g., in a communication binder 


